New Holland Agriculture tractors awarded highest rankings in Customer Service
and Product Performance, in J.D. Power 2017 India Studies
New Holland Agriculture ranks highest for Service Satisfaction in the Customer Service Index (CSI)SM
and highest for Performance, in both the 31-40 HP and 41-50 HP tractor categories, in the Product
Performance Index (PPI)SM. These two HP categories cover almost 85 percent of Indian market.

New Delhi, 18 July 2017
New Holland Agriculture, a brand of CNH Industrial, received three major recognitions in 2017 India
Tractor Studies done by J.D. Power. New Holland tractors achieved highest ranking for after-sales
service in the J.D. Power Customer Service Index (CSI). In addition, New Holland ranked also
highest for product performance in two key horsepower categories analysed by the J.D. Power
Product Performance Index (PPI). New Holland has been relentless in its efforts to offer best-in-class
products through continuous research and development, backed by best after-sales service.

New Holland achieved the highest score for customer satisfaction with after-sales service, with a
score of 842 on a 1,000-point scale. Previously, the brand was awarded in 2015, in the first ever
India Tractor CSI Study by J.D. Power, with a score of 794.
Across the industry, tractor owner satisfaction with after-sales service climbed from a score of 751
points in 2016 to 784 points in 2017. This improvement in satisfaction is attributed to gains in all four
service satisfaction index factors as well as a 60-point increase in the overall parts operation index
score.
The 2017 India Tractor CSI Study was based on evaluations from 3,440 tractor owners across 14
states. The study was fielded from December 2016 to April 2017 and included owners who
purchased a new tractor between December 2014 and March 2016 from an authorised dealership.
New Holland’s highest ranking for product performance in the 31-40 HP and 41-50 HP segments was
achieved with scores on a 1,000-point scale of 862 and 866 respectively, which is much higher than
the relevant horsepower segment average of 809 and 825 points. These two HP categories together
contribute almost 85 percent of the market. In both these HP segments New Holland lead in all seven
machine performance categories. In 2016, the 31-40 HP segment accounted for 35 percent of total
industry volumes and the 41-50 HP segment comprised 49 percent.
In addition, the study recognised New Holland as the second leading tractor brand in the above 50
HP segment with a score of 887 on a 1,000-point scale, just two points lower than the leading brand.
The 2017 India Tractor PPI Study ranks tractors in four segments: below 31 HP, 31-40 HP, 41-50
HP, and above 50 HP. The study examines satisfaction with tractor performance among owners of
12- to 24-month-old tractors. Overall product performance satisfaction is measured in two indices:
machine performance, plus quality and reliability. In the machine performance index, the study
captures tractor owners’ evaluations in seven categories (in order of importance): hydraulic and
couplings; drivability; engine and transmission; overall styling and design; driving comfort; tractor
structure; and tyres. The quality and reliability index covers owners’ experiences and ratings of actual
and perceived quality issues.

Overall satisfaction among tractor owners in India has improved almost 7 percent since last year,
from 771 to a score of 823 points on a 1,000-point scale. The surge in satisfaction is evident in both
the machine performance and quality and reliability indices.

J.D. Power is a marketing, consumer intelligence, and data and analytics company that helps its
clients measure, understand, and improve the key performance metrics that drive their growth and
profitability. J.D. Power’s industry benchmarks, unique data and analytics platform and reputation for
independence and credibility have established the company as one of the world’s most well-known
and trusted providers of Voice of the Customer insights. Established in 1968, J.D. Power is
headquartered in Costa Mesa, California, and has offices in North and South America, Asia Pacific,
and Europe.
In India, New Holland Agriculture offers tractors from 35 to 90 HP, hay and forage equipment,
planters, balers, sprayers, tillage equipment, and other products from the brand’s global portfolio for
special projects, such as the recently delivered 230 HP T7070 tractor. New Holland was the first to
offer the most appropriate mechanisation solutions to Indian farmers for enhancing crop productivity.
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Note to the Editor:
New Holland Agriculture is present in India with a manufacturing complex in Greater Noida that also
comprises a Research & Development centre and a Training centre for dealers and customers. It
offers a wide range of products, from tractors (35 to 90 HP) to balers, providing complete solutions
for farming. It supports its customers throughout the Indian Territory with a network of more than
1000 customer touch points.
New Holland Agriculture's reputation is built on the success of our customers, cash crop producers, livestock farmers,
contractors, vineyards, or groundscare professionals. They can count on the widest offering of innovative products and
services: a full line of equipment, from tractors to harvesting, material handling equipment, complemented by tailored
financial services from a specialist in agriculture. A highly professional global dealer network and New Holland’s
commitment to excellence guarantees the ultimate customer experience for every customer. For more information on
New Holland visit www.newholland.com
New Holland Agriculture is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI /MI: CNHI) a global leader in the capital goods
sector with established industrial experience, a wide range of products and a worldwide presence. More information
about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com
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